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POSTER SESSIONS AS A NEW VIEWPOINT OF SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION 
- GENERAL PROBLEMS AND LlBRARY ASPECTS-
Dieter Schmidmaier 
Director of library, Mining Academy, Freiberg, German Democratic Republic 
1. From the conference around 1900 to the "JET-SET" 
Wo.uld you, please, imagine yourself together with me in the time around the turn of the 
century. The few scientists working in one scientific field at that time knew each other -
through correspondence, publications and conferences. Then conferences provided 
possibilities of meeting all those who intended to make important contributions to a 
certain subject-matter. Conferences rendered it possible to explain latest results in the 
form of lectures to a small group of listen ers, to discuss in the breaks and to renew old 
acquaintances. Thus it was possible to gain an exact insight into the research findings of 
others quickly and purposefully - without the separation of event and record. There was 
not only an understanding among the scientists concerning the subject-matter, but also 
linguistically, because science was essentially "spoken" and published in only three 
different languages: English, German, French. 
Around the turn of the century the scientist was able to read the relevant literature in 
the original and to grasp the most important oral information without extraneous help 
and without a foreign language: he required neither information specialists nor 
translators, he had his scholar's library, "his" university library and "his" conferences. 
"This system of the admirably functioning personal contacts, books, academy 
publications, journals and encyc10paedia was stabie: there was no information crisis until 
1900." 1 Hence the word "conference", nowadays frequently used in scientific 
communication, is quite old. The now common form of conferences developed with the 
scientific societies and academies in the seventeenth century. More detailed information 
on the first conferences can be found in the catalogue of the library of the University of 
Cambridge "Union Catalog of Scientific Conference Proceedings 1644 - 1972". So the 
first conference publication was a report on a meeting of the falconers in 16442, 
preceding the first journal "Journal des Scavans" by 21 years. The conference 
publications, however, did not develop as quickly as the journais, but a constant increase 
in the number of conferences could be noticed. The "Union of International Associations" 
registered 21 conferences between 1815 and 1849; 124 conferences between 1850 and 
1870 and 1499 conferences between 1871 and 1900. Thus we have again reached the turn 
of the century. 
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From 1900 on, a flood of publications and a language-Babylon are observed. Both 
phenomena result from the extensive development of science measurable, among other 
things, by the increasing number of scientists (1 000 scientists in 1800, 100 000 in 1900, 
3,2 million in 19703), scientific institutions, libraries, publications and the number of 
conferences. 
The advantages of conferences such as 
actuality of the information obtained 
possibilities of a direct exchange of views 
are di minished by 
an increasing number of conferences 
an increasing number of participants at conferences. 
Especially since the Second World War, conferences have been held more frequently, 
modern means of communicaton have made 1t possible to participate, modern 
reproduction processes have secured the rapid publication of the conference literature 
made available while the conference is being held, conferences have become the source 
of income of important branches of industry such as of the catering trade and tourism, 
architects include large international conference centres in their planning. The number 
of conferences held has increased from year to year: from 5 000 in 1958 to 10 000 in 
1977. Marathon conferences with several thousand participants and almost a thousand 
papers are no longer an exception. According to estimates every fourth conference 
results in a published record.1+ The monthly publication "Index of Conference Proceedings 
Received" contained more than 14 000 conference proceedings5. So you should not be 
surprised at the words of the great German cabaret artist Werner Finck: "A conference 
is a meeting where many go in but little comes out". Schröngens suggests that the 
lecturers indulge in contemplating their own navels and that the listeners suffer from 
overstrain. 6 The so-called scientific "jet-sets" - scientists flying from one conference to 
the other - are often criticized in the journals.7 
If you intend to use the advantages of scientific communication here, too, it is necessary 
to consider the organisation of scientific conferences on ce more. The traditional 
conferences are criticized in two respects: 
1. The large-scale meetings shift the communication into the breaks - the talks during 
the breaks become the rule for the exchange of views. 
2. The course of the conference only guarantees the exact reading of highly specialized 
papers and showing slides which are unreadable from a distance, a discussion does not 
take place due to lack of time and there is incomplete general control in too large 
rooms -scientific exchange of information is not possible any longer. 
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2. Consideration of an old tradition: the poster 
An improvement of the situation can only be achieved if the very intention of a 
conference - exchange of views, discussion as weU direct the conveying and getting of 
new information - is placed in the foreground and the advantages of scientific 
communication are thus taken into consideration. Ways of achieving this are, according 
to the author, the following: 
1. more general papers for concentrating knowledge and integrating sciences 
2. creating special forms of communication, such as courses of further training for 
providing know ledge based on the latest scientific results 
3. a good combination of oral presentation and adequate visual aids (film, picture, 
sound, exhibit, exp~riment) 
4. organizing scientific mini-conferences (with the disadvantage of the lack of 
interdisciplinary meeting) 
5. arranging discussion groups between scientists. 
In addition to the last item, the so-called "Poster Sessions" represent a promising form 
creating optimal conditions for the scientific exchange of views. 
The concept 'Poster' is, in fact, very old. In the course of time a change of meaning of 
this English term occurred. According to the conceptions existing in the GDR, 'Poster' is 
a designation applied to a free, mostly decorative artistic form using display as a means 
of expression and being published in large editions. The first posters were posters of 
protest against papacy8 by Lucas Cranach the elderin the sixteenth century, inspired by 
Martin Luther. His woodcut "Birth of the Papacy" from 1545 became very famous. 
Twenty years ago the poster revived together with Pop Art in the USA and with its 
propagation of wrong ido1s it was especially intended for the youth in capitalist 
countries. Nowadays it is a popular form of contemporary art: the reflection of current 
political and cultural events, the appreciation of progressive personalities of history, a 
cartoon, a humorous drawing or only a good photo. Posters are of ten used for decorating 
rooms or youth clubs. In short: liberal art in the form of the poster - that is the essence 
9 10 of the poster. ' 
3. Poster Sessions - Definition, Nature, Preparation, Presentation, Subsequent Analysis 
3.1 Definition and Nature 
The concept poster is, in a limited sense, also applied to a new form of scientific 
communication - the Poster Sessions. 
The purpose of Poster Sessions is to complete traditional conferences, or even to replace 
them in exceptional cases. Let us take two definitions by way of explanation: 
1. "Authors "post" the diagrams, graphs etc. and a sm all amount of text on large boards 
throughout a convenient hall. They stay with their stand for, say, 1 - 1 1/2 hours and 
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are ready to discuss their work. Those attending can then decide whether they want 
to just glance at the boards to glean the salie nt details, or get into detailed 
discussion. In this way it is fairly easy to get 20 or so papers 'presented' within the 
time - sometimes it may be possible to Ie ave papers posted for longer periods." 11 
2. "One large meeting room (or more) is filled with bulletin boards on which the 
participants place graphs, diagrams, data, pictures, and a small amount of text to 
illustrate the main points of their presentation. The participants then remain with the 
display for a set period .•• to expand on the material and answer questions. Visitors to 
the session can either wand er through as in a museum or go directly to the papers 
that interest them.,,12 
The second definition from 1974 represents one of the first definitions of the concept. 
The literature on this subject is insufficient and also widely scattered. The main 
problems in the literature discussion are to be seen, with your permission, 
1. in the inadequate presentation of the results 
2. in the avoidance of indicating sources of error in the preparation and realization 
3. in the insufficient analysis of the general problems and 
4. in the leaving out details of subsequent analysis. 
The first-ever Poster Sessions were held in Europe, the first one obviously in Switzerland 
in 1970, as part of the gth International Congress of Biochemistry. Since 1975 there has 
been a large increase in their number. With regard to the contents, they especially cover, 
at present, interdisciplinary and border land sciences, such as biochemistry, biophysics, 
and physical medicine but also traditional branches of natural science, such as physics 
and chemistry, medicine and numerous technical disciplines. 
Concluding from all reports between 1970 and 1976, Poster Sessions are a very effective 
form of the exchange of views at conferences and seem to be the most suitable one to 
replace the traditional lectures in the monologue form. According to Connie Goldstein, 
they save "time and space and permit interchange" • 13 Robert A. Harte very 
optimistically caUs them 14 "a major mile-stone on the U.S. scene towards the 
facilitation of personal intercourse between American investigators •.• " foUowing the 
example of biochemistry and biomedical science. But he also indicates a decisive 
disadvantage: "What is lost are the tutorial va lues to the graduate student ... from his 
making an oral presentation and the exposure of one's work to a sometimes large 
audience." This remark should be attached great value because educational questions in 
instruction and further training should by no means be underestimated. A younger author 
would never gain the experience of presenting a paper to a large audience of his or her 
peers. 
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The results of investigations published between i 977 and 1979 confirm these trends, so 
according to Tamara S. 'Eisenschitz, et al. 15 Their conclusions read as follow~: "The 
major advantages of poster sessions seem to be as follows ••• they allow a large number of 
presentations to be made in a short time; the audience can scan posters and decide which 
are of interest; the audience can then enter into the sort of close discussion with the 
demonstrator which is not possible with a conference paper; demonstrators can try out 
new ideas without possible ridicule; the improved communication due to informality; 
they are flexible and can quickly alter to cat er for e.g. last-minute contributions." In the 
same context it is stated that the participants of Poster Sessions can learn at their own 
speed - an idea given too little consideration up to now. 
The inquiries (interviews or questionnaires) made by many authors (among others by 
. . 16 17 18 19 Robert A. Harte, Thomas H. Maugh, Tamara S. Elsenschltz ) or anonymously , , 
concerning the value of Poster Sessions can be summed up programmatically in 10 points: 
1. more time for dialogues 
2. better questions are asked 
3. preparation and presentation proceed more smoothly than with conventional 
conferences 
4. browsing is easier 
5. the topics meet with a better reception 
6. you can learn more and much more easily 
7. contents can be grasped quickly and you can decide whether you would like to have a 
discussion with the contributor 
8. exper imental details can also be discussed 
9. the author can think the matter over while speaking to the audience 
10. the costs are more favourab1e. 
3.2. Preparation, Presentation and Subsequent Analysis 
According to Robert A. Harte 20, scientists expressed the opinion that they must work 
harder, but come away more rewarded than af ter giving a normal talk. In the report of 
Tamara S. Eisenschitz et al. 21, scientists regarded papers presented at Poster Sessions as 
inferior to published journal papers or papers presented at a convent ion al conference, 
because there is no publication of poster displays. Between these two views there is a 
broad range of issues. 
Certain technical and organisational guidelines are necessary for the preparation. Such 
can be found in the appendix of the contribution for a Poster Session (1975) by Robert A. 
Harte
22
• Generalizing the experience of Tamara S. Eisenschitz et al.23, Connie 
Goldstein24 and my own observations the following points result: 
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1. Poster displays should always appear in the official conference programme. Abstracts 
scheduled for presentation in Poster Sessions wiU be grouped by topic, numbered and 
listed in the programme, and published in the same abstract book together with 
traditional contr ibutions. 
2. The conference programme should contain assignments of the exact places and times 
(where the poster presentation may be expected and when a corresponding 
introduction and/or discussion will take place). 
3. The hall hired must be large and clearly arranged, while such aspects as acoustics, 
lllumination and ventilation need not reach optimum values. It is also possible to 
place the Poster Session in a traffic-flow pattern 25 (session in a hotel: the 
participants move through the hotel and realize they can attend a paper being 
presented in the traditional format and stlll not miss interesting poster session 
papers). 
4. Each author should get certain standards, for example: 
4.1 Fibreboards of a uniform size should be assigned to the authors in the required 
numbers. The poster board surface area is 1.2 x 1.2 mand the distance to the floor 
should be 1.0 to 1.2 m. Uniformly large space in the upper part of the poster boards 
should be kept free for the program me number, title of the contribution and author 
(the lettering for this section should be at least 25 mm high, the typography must be 
easily readabie). 
4.2 The poster contribution must be an effective combination of displays (pictures, 
diagrams, graphs, drawings, etc.) and text with a sharp black-and-white contrast. 
4.3 The illustrations must be made beforehand; they must still be easy to read from a 
distance of 1.2 m. The recognizability of the displays depends on letter- and letter 
size, letter- and letter thickness, type fact, composition of colours, distance between 
poster and viewer, arrangement of the material, as weU iUumination. The 
illustrations should be cruder than, for example, those used in making slides, but they 
should not be "arty". 
4.4 Only a smal! amount of text should be used. It should be typewritten. 
5. Blackboards (with chalk and cloth) should be available for discussion, so that you need 
not write or draw on the poster boards. It is also possible to fix a transparent foil on 
the poster board and use a feIt marking pen for further explanations and additions. 
6. "Poster Assistants", who may give technical assistance and contribute to a successful 
presentation, should be there for the Poster Session itself. 
7. Written aids for studying the problems displayed on the posters are a means for 
supporting the discussions considerably. 
8. The technico-organisational instructions given by A.J.MacGregor 26 should be given 
consideration. He published, for instance, a simple method for preparing poster talks 
by a threefold enlargement of a typewritten copy of a special letter. Enlargements 
are easy to read from a distance of 2.5 m, the titles of the poster displays are 
readable even from about 5 m. Hand lettered material should contain appropriately 
heavy lettering, at least 10 mm high. 
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9. In the preparing and running of Poster Sessions the authors should proceed according 
to certain fundamental rules. Up to now all statements related to it differ very much, 
and experience is insufficient. The "Guidelines for participants" presented by Connie 
Goldstein 27 should be regarded as introductory. 
It is safe to say that well prepared Poster Sessions will be very successful. There are 
many examples: the Biochemistry/Biophysics Meeting (Minneapolis 1974) cosponsored by 
the American Society of Biological Chemists and the American Biophysical Society; the 
conference of the Institute of Information Scientists (London 1978, the whole conference 
was run in the form of a Poster Session), the conference of the American Physical 
Society (Atlanta 1976, as Poster Session only), the X. Conference of Metallurgical 
Materials Testing (Balatonaliga 1979, with 7.75 hours plenary papers, 2 hours round-table 
talks and 8 hours poster talks), single colloquies of the Mining and Metallurgical 
Conference of the Mining Academy (Freiberg 1979 and 1980), the symposium of the 
International Association of Asthmology (Oberhof 1980, with 24 main talks, 40 abstracts 
and 40 poster talks), the first joint symposium of Biochemistry GDR- Czechoslovakia 
(Reinhardsbrunn 1980) .•• etc. In the GDR great efforts are successfully being made to 
promote Poster Sessions and at the same time contribute to the clarification and 
definition of the concept and contents of Poster Sessions. 
The costs are by no means higher than at conventional meetings. On the contrary, the 
total costs for audio-visual aids - poster boards, pinning materiais, blackboard rent, rent 
for the hall hired and wages for the poster assistant, are even lower, all the more so as 
the quality of the halls need not be the best one. 
There are no statements as to the subsequent analysis. There are only some indications in 
the abstract by Tamara S. Eisenschitz et al.
28 
concerning the really decisive 
disadvantages of Poster Sessions - the lack of conference proceedings. And it is here that 
the starting point of the librarian is to be found, since libraries are again and again faced 
with requests concerning conferences. Conference publications, indeed, are very 
important primary sources of information. To find them, to acquire and store them, but 
also to register them biographically, are primarily tasks of all kinds of libraries. 
Hence poster talks have proved successful in the last 5 - 7 years. Their advantages touch 
modern aspects of scientific communication: they are concise, illustrative and clear. 
4. Conference Publications - Without Poster Sessions? 
If librarians are asked which sources of information are difficult to deal with, they will 
mention above all the conference publications. 
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Conference publications are difficult to find and to acquire. It happens very seldom that 
they are offered in the form of books by the book trade. The irregularities of the 
bibliographic data create a certain confusion. The proceedings are published under the 
topic of the conference or the name of the author or the title of a committee in a quite 
disorganized way, whereby the preprints reproduced by simple means make it even more 
difficult (but sometimes just these preprints are the only complete publication of a 
conference). The different synonyms for the word 'conference' raise difficulties too: 
congress, colloquy, convention, course, discussion, gathering, hearing, meeting, round 
tabie, seminar, session, symposium, working group and workshop, and there are also 
different terms for the results of the conference: abstracts, communications, papers, 
preprints, prints, proceedings, records, reports, transactions - 23 different terms in the 
English language only! 
Besides the book, which is the exceptional form for publishing the results of a 
conference, it is not possible to find one term being frequently used for the other forms: 
research reports, publications in periodicals, offprints, abstracts on one sheet of paper, 
microfiches, tape-recorder cassettes, even slides and single tab les and diagrams and, of 
course, posters. 
If publishing houses and bookshops are not responsible for the circulation of conference 
publications, the acquisition of such material becomes difficult anyhowj permanent 
addresses for conferences exist only in exceptional cases. 
And what about the future? When conference publications are considered under different 
aspects, the general view is very diverse: their identification, their finding and their 
standardization are difficult, their informative value is controversial, their price is not 
seldom very high. The great international organisations such as IFLA and UNESCO seem 
to be unable to sum up and collect all conference publications (not to ment ion the 
unpublished results). 29 Only a registration on a national base (host country) is possible. 
Thus a centralized national catalogue of conferences and their publications develops. The 
national libraries and central special libraries are becoming adequate depots with the 
duty of bibliographic registration. Interesting investigations have been carried out on this 
. 29 30 31 32 . subject-matter. ' , , They should be completed by the hmt that also posters can 
be the result of conferences and that they, too, must be included in the policy of 
acquisition and access at the library. Poster talks should be regarded as a further form of 
conference publication, even if it is not always a typical one. 
5. Poster Sessions And The Librarian 
From the statements in the third and fourth sections, it follows that the problems of 
acquiring, making accessible, storing and informing about the results of Poster Sessions 
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as part of the conference results have not yet been, or not been sufficiently, settled. It is 
also an attractive investigation whether and in which way librarians may complete or 
replace their own conferences by Poster Sessions. 
Considering the variety of problerns rnentioned first the most important requirements 
will be summarized in the form of postulations: 
1. The librarian must recognize that conference publications are an important primary 
source of information available mostly as non-book-material, and that this especially 
applies to poster contributions. 
2. The librarian must exert an influence on the preparation of conferences by his 
institution, as wel! as concerning technical, organizational and methodical questions. 
This also concerns the contributions to Poster Sessions. A uniform presentation of 
posters at several conferences, at first in the national and later in the international 
sphere, too, would at least facilitate the keeping of archives and supplying of posters 
by libraries. 
3. The librarian should be a member of the preparatory committee of conferences to be 
able to pass on his experience, especially for the preparation and circulation of 
conference publications. Proceeding from the recommendations of the IFLA, IA TUL, 
ISO and other organisations, he can exercise a direct influence on the conference 
publications. In this sense the same applies to the new form of poster presentations. 
4. The librarian must take over the tasks of storing, supplying, and bibliographical 
registering of conference publications - including posters. He must inform the 
organiser and ask him to make a note on all official invitations and program mes 
indicating that the conference documents are kept in the archives of the library and 
are available to the user. Thus the acquisition becomes easier and the change-over to 
the duty copy is almost accomplished. 
5. The librarian must open up the conference publications according to internationally 
binding rules (e.g. ISO 690) - the same applies to poster contributions. Certainly some 
difficulties wi11 re sult because posters are typical forms. 
6. The librarian should put through internationally uniform regulations for keeping 
conference publications in the form of non-book-material - the main effort should be 
concentrated on poster contributions. In this connection, it should be investigated 
whether, in the case of material that is not published, the original is to be kept (e.g. 
manuscripts of papers and poster contributions). If you have decided to store it, it 
must be examined whether it is possible to keep posters of an acceptable format 
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horizontaIly like maps in steel-cabinets with drawers, or whether microfiches are 
technically feasible and more suitable. 
7. The librarian must put through the rule that poster contributions are to be published 
in the same way as all the other conference proceedings and must prevent an 
underestimation of them in the interests of providing knowiedge. 
8. The librarian is obliged to do a great deal of extensive bibliogaphic work to distribute 
the results of the conference as guickly as possible. He is responsible for propagating 
conference publications. 
The acquisltion, identification, and storage of the re su lts of Poster Sessions in scientific 
and technical disciplines, as weIl as information about them, are within the interesting 
scope of activities of the IATUL. 
Finally, some ideas about running Poster Sessions in librarianship. Library science 
belongs to the social sciences. Consequently, there are less possibilities of representation 
than in scientific-technological disciplines. In the last ten years, however, librarians 
have learned to apply and adapt know ledge from other branches of science more 
effectively (computer science, mathematics, civil engineering etc.). This also encourages 
the application of Poster Sessions in order to rationalize scientific communication 
because library conferences are also increasing in number and participants. 
The IA TUL represents the interests of a growing number of technical librarles in the 
world and can contribute to popularizing Poster Sessions and scientific posters as 
non-book-material. 
As examples should be mentioned: 
1. Cooperation between libraries: The increasing importance of cooperation and 
coordination in library work also demands audio-visual and display methods of 
representation. 
2. Electronic data-processing in libraries: The application of computers in library and 
lnformation work provides an almost ideal basis for Poster Sessions as the necessary 
description of processes can be displayed schematicaIly. 
3. Library pedagogics: A great part of the pedagogical work of the librarians can also be 
dealt with by Poster Sessions. The graphic representation is particularly successful in 
online-user-education, for statistical data concerning methods and instructions, as 
weIl as an audio-vi su al aid. 
4. Library buildings: The library building especially invites the running of Poster 
Sessions for the description of buildings, equipment and ground-plans, as weIl as for 
comparable indices and projects. 
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5. Bibliometrics: The application of mathematical methods in library science and 
bibliography is an excellent subject of representation for scientific posters. 
33 In 1813 Ploquet wrote: "Our life is so short and there are 50 many books." Should the 
IA TUL change this statement to suit 1980 and say: "Our Jife is so short and there are 
already so many conference publications - and now even posters"? 
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POSTER SESSIONS have made their way into scientific communication. 
Scientific events (called conferences for short) are special ways of communication. 
The advantages of such conferences are the actuality of the information given and 
the possibility of an immediate exchange of ideas. 
The development of the last 10 years shows 
an increase in the number of conferences and 
an increase in the number of participants of conferences. 
This results in an decrease of the advantages. 
An alternative to it are POSTER SESSIONS. They have become popular as a me-
dium of scientific communication. I POSTER SESSIONS are a very productive form 
of the exchange of opinious. Concise theses, definitions and examples derived 
from the subjects of plenary sessions are displayed on boards by means of po-
sters. In front of these the interested participants of the conference may meet 
to an informal discussion. I 
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In the true sense the word POSTER designates a free, mostly 
decorative artistic form using displaying means of expression and 
being published in large editions. 
POSTERS are already found in feudalism (e.g. Martin Luther apd 
Lucas Cranach with an antipapal cartoon "Birth of the Papacy", 
1545). Today they represent a popular< branch of art and are 
frequently used for different decorating purposes, e.g. in rooms. 
Conference materials produced in preparing and conducting conferences are parti-
culary important sources of information. The libraries preserve these conference 
materials and inform on them. They are mostly published in paperform as books, 
articles in journals or preprints and less frequently in microform. Their quantity is 
rising constantly. 
Today POSTER SESSIONS introduce new conceptions into the work of the libraries 
- the scientific posters - and in connection with it new problems of production, 
acquisition, cataloging, storage are arising. With regard to the great significance of 
PO STER SESSIONS I the solution of the following problems results: 
• popularizing Poster Sessions in library science with the aim to establish 
scientific posters as form of the Non-Book-Material 
• proposals for dealing with scientific posters in libraries 
• carrying out Poster Sessions in selected disciplines of library science as 
a contribution to rationali zing national and international conferences. 
! See: POSTER Number 2 ! 
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IATUL Dr. Die ter Schmidmaier POSTER 
Fre ibe rg / Saxony Lausanne DDR - 9200 
Numb e r 2 
Mining Academy 198 1 
POSTER SESSIONS IN THE LIBRARIAN-
S HIP 
Library scie nc e is a social scfence. C~nsequently there are less pos-
sibiliti e s ot r e presentation than in scientific-technological disciplines. In 
the last ten years, however, librarians have learned to apply and adapt 
knowledge trom other branches of science more effectively (computer 
scienc e , math ematics , civil engineering etc.). 
This also encourages the application of Poster Sessions in order to 
rationaliz e scientific communication because also library conferences 
are incre asing in number and participants. 
The I A TUL repre sents the interests of a great potentialof tech-
nical libraries in the world and can contribute to popularizing Poster 
Sessions and scient~fic posters as Non-Book-Material. 
E . End:.u.er 
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An e x celle nt pr e p a r a tory work to 
th e P ost e r S essions are already 
a vailable displa y s and tables. A 
g ood example a r e the outstanding 
S y noptic T ables concer ning th e 
curre nt Nationa l Bibliographies. 
Comp. G. Poma l3l. Berlin, Leipzig 
1975. D e ta il, p . 2 0 . 
LIBRARY PEDAGOGICS - A great part of Library pe-
dagogics can also b e dealt with by Poster Sessions. 
The grap1!ic representation is particularly successful 
the online user education, for statistical data concer-
ning methods and instructions as weU as for audio-
visual means (N. Fj ä llbrant/IATUL- Proc.12. 1980,p.57.) 
LIBRARY BUILDINGS - The library b u ild ing especial)} 
chaUenges to carrying out Pos ter Sessions by the de' 
scription of buildings , e quipme nt and grou nd- plans aS 
wel! as by comparable indices and proj ects (desigYl 
of the n e w library building of th e Mining Acade my ol 
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Fig .. 2 LIBRIS data communication netvork 
COOPERA'I'ION BE'I'WEEN LIBRA-
RIES - 'I'he increasing importance 
of cooperation and coordination 
of library work also demands 
audio-visual and displaying me-
thods of representation 
(L. GärdvaUj8th Meeting IA'I'UL. 
1979. p . 64.) 
.. 1. < 2 LI''''.' ''''' '<>c .. I, • •• ,,,,, . yu .. . 
, ,, . Il.."t ~ h r.·.'· ... <1, Ilh, •• ro .. . 
COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES 
The application of computers in 
library and information work pro-
vides an almost ideal basis for 
Poster Sessions by the necessary 
description of processes in the 
form of schemes (B. BarnholdtjSth 





















A~b.II: Allgemeine Form der logistischen Kurve 
BIBLIOMETRICS - The application of methematical me-
thods in library science and bibliography is an excel-
lent subj ect of representation for sci cmtific posters 
(A. Diemer j Scientometrie und Bibliometrie . Bie lcfeld 
1976 . p . 48.) 
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THE ERNA ANDVICTOR HASSELBLAD FOUNDATION 
announces that in 1982 it will award grants to further education and 
research in the natural sciences and photography. 
Applications for grants are invited, and the Foundation requests that 
the foUowing information be inc1uded: 
• Curriculum vitae 
• Description of the scientific project 
• Cost estimate 
• Amount of funding received from other sources 
• Other documents the applicant wishes to submit for consideration. 
Granted funds will be disbursed before the end of 1982. 
Please submit applications, in triplicate, before March 1, 1982, to 
The Erna and Victor Hasselblad Foundation 
P.O.Box 18 
5-401 20 Göteborg, 
5weden 
Göteborg, October 4, 1981 
